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ARTICLE

George C. Marshall and the
"Squeakings of Democracy"
Larry 1. Bland
iven the all-pervasive nature of World War II's impact on American
society, scores of socio-cultural history topics might profitably be
studied using the published papers of U.S. Army Chief of Staff
George Catlett Marshall. Examples of the kinds of issues Marshall had to
deal with include where, how, and with what the United States should fight;
the role of women in the war effort; racial segregation and social mores in
the army and surrounding its camps; who was required to fight, why they did
so, and what they got out of doing it; who was permitted to become an officer; the rise of what came to be called the military-industrial complex; and
labor practices, politics, and military-media relations. This essay looks at
Marshall's relations with the radio and print media between 1939 and 1945.
In September 1942, Marshall received a letter from a retired army officer
of his acquaintance. The colonel was incensed by acerbic columnist and
radio commentator Drew Pearson's sarcastic references to the army's incompetent "brass hats," and he wanted the War Department to do something
about Pearson. "I think you have allowed yourself to be unduly irritated by
the squeakings of democracy," Marshall replied.
If we were to take issue with the various illogical or totally
unjustified public statements that are made over the radio, in
the press, or on the floors of Congress, there would be little
time for the business of conducting the war and I think a loss
rather than a gain in prestige.

Marshall did not mention that he considered such efforts a serious political mistake and ultimately futile. 1
1Marshall to Colonel Vincent M. Elmore, 16 September 1942, The Papers of George Catlett
Marshall, ed. Larry I. Bland and Sharon Ritenour Stevens (Baltimore, MD:Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1981-),3:358 (hereinafter cited as Marshall Papers).
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Marshall became leader of the army ground and air forces on 1
September 1939. He was already a media-savvy leader, thick skinned (like
any successful politician or experienced bureaucrat), given to seeing problems in a broad, historical context, and having a sophisticated understanding
of America's societal values and its civil-military relations.
Marshall often told congressional committees that they could fire away at
him, because he viewed issues from a coldly logical perspective, reserving
his emotions exclusively for Mrs. Marshall. His attitude toward reporters and
commentators was as follows:
Criticism, justified or otherwise, is to be expected. In fact, it is
as inevitable as a Congressional investigation, but when its
nature or purpose is to cause disunity within the Army, I say,
direct such criticisms at me personally, but leave the Army
alone. Don't tear down what you are striving so hard to build
up.2
It is interesting to compare Marshall with his opposite number during the
war, Admiral Ernest]. King, Chief of Naval Operations. King was arrogant
and supremely confident of his own righteousness. He distrusted the press in
general, and his attitude was often reciprocated.3
In October 1942, the Navy's combat problems in the Solomon Islands
led to severe press criticism of King's leadership and the Navy's abilities.
Marshall publicly stepped in to absorb some of the heat before both the navy
and American grand strategy were damaged. He had already had to act to
calm some very choppy seas caused by publicity about the June 1942 battle
of Midway.4
Marshall made other attempts to assist King with his press relations,
including sending him to talk with Roy Howard of the Scripps-Howard
Newspapers chain. Howard said he would help, but he told one of Marshall's
assistants, "The Admiral is so thin-skinned that if you sprinkle baby powder
on him it will raise a rash."5
~Speech to the American Legion, 15 September 1941, ibid., 2:609-10.
3T homas B. Buell, Master of Sea Power: A Biography ofFleet Admiral Ernest j. King (Boston:
Little, Brown, 1980), p. 77.
40n the Solomons problem, see Memorandum for the Secretary of War, 29 October
1942, Marshall Papers, 3:413; regarding Midway, see Marshall to Allen Merriam (Dallas
Tiznes Herald), March 7, 1943, ibid., pp. 220-21.
JColonel Stanley J Grogan to Marshall, 17 November 1942, item 4597, reel 303,
National Archives Project, George C. Marshall Library, Lexington, Virginia.
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At various times, Marshall helped Dwight Eisenhower, George Patton,
Joseph Stilwell, Chiang Kai-shek, and the British with their American press
relations. The largest group of documents on a single subject in the Marshall
manuscript collection concerning World War II is the chief of staff's directives to the War Department Bureau of Public Relations.
Disdain like Admiral King's for the writings of generalist, time-pressed
reporters is the norm in the military then and now, and probably among professionals in all specialties. The justification for this attitude goes something
like this: Reporters and commentators don't understand our field and our
problems and yet they show a lack of proper respect toward us; they report
things we'd just as soon remain unreported; and worse, they presume to criticize us without being members of the club.
This disdain is considerably sharpened when those professionals see
themselves as the chief defenders of the nation, its culture, or even of
Western civilization itself. Outsider criticism, then, may be seen as unAmerican or even bordering on treason.
Many Vietnam War supporters in the 1970s and '80s, developed the idea
that the media were in large part responsible for the country's troubles in
that war. In publishing its multivolume official history of the Vietnam War,
the U.S. Army Center of Military History made a special effort to undermine
this myth. Nevertheless, a partial result was that the military has effectively
controlled the press in and near combat zones since the 1983 invasion of
Grenada. As Napoleon Bonaparte was alleged to have asserted, "three hostile newspapers are more to be feared than 1,000 bayonets."6
The powers available to Marshall during the 1940s to rule the media
were significantly weaker than they have since become. Marshall scanned
nine newspapers every morning to see what bayonets might be present. 7 He
was often disappointed and sometimes incensed with what he read. The
political and morale impact of the press on the army was particularly strong
during the 1940-41 mobilization period.
In response to some wrongheaded reporting by Drew Pearson in October
1941, Marshall wrote to his four army commanders to warn them of what
was coming and to preclude their blowing off steam in public.
Our problem here is to avoid having columnists, radio men
and the press generally involve us, with deliberate intention, in
6 Washington Post, 26 August 1986, p. A15.
7 George C. Marshall: Interviews and Reminiscences for Forrest C. Payne, ed. Larry 1. Bland, 3d
ed. (Lexington, VA: George C. Marshall Foundation, 1996), p. 485.
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denials or assertions regarding leading, and frequently baseless
statements. It is news to them to keep the pot boiling, and it is
very difficult for us to determine just when to intervene and
how to go about it. Anything that suggests a limitation on the
freedom of the press produces an instant and general reaction
with a variety of counter accusations, not necessarily relevant
to the particular issue. s
Marshall tried to be proactive rather than reactive. In December 1940 he
sent about twenty newspaper men on a tour of facilities to demonstrate that
the army was indeed doing things in an expeditious and finanCially responsible manner. Criticisms of camp construction by syndicated columnist
Westbrook Pegler early in 1941 caused Marshall to send him in the chief of
staff's personal airplane to a number of the new posts, such as Fort Bragg,
North Carolina. In short order, Marshall could report that Pegler's "reversal
of form is almost revolutionary."9
Stock in trade for reporters and columnists was and is unsolicited advice
on all aspects of army activities. Marshall told a World War I friend in August
1942 that much of this was
over-enthusiastic backing of some panacea to bring the war
quickly to a conclusion; new weapons, new methods, new this
.or that. One after another, things of this sort have been brought
up, heavily played up in the press and then it has been discovered that they were utterly impracticable or would cause serious damage. A good bit of this comes from the necessary
dearth of news regarding military happenings, the press and
commentators playing up other things to provide news interest. 10
Marshall also listened to radio news and commentary, which he realized
was an increasingly important medium. "This morning on my drive to the
office," he told his Public Relations chief a few weeks after Pearl Harbor,
I heard Earl Godwin on the radio. He was referring to Mr.
Hertz in his relation to the improvement of mechanized and
motor transport operations. The general sense of his talk was
that Mr. Hertz [who had founded the Yellow Cab Company]
8Marshall to Lieutenant General Ben Lear, 25 October 1941, Marshall Papers, 2:65.
9Marshall to Major GeneralJacob L. Devers, 19 March 1941, ibid., p. 452.
lOMarshall to Major General Frank Parker, 21 August 1942, ibid., 3:312.
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was a great expert and it was hoped that his introduction into
this affair would result in a great saving to the tax-payer;
whether or not Mr. Hertz could overcome the opposition of the
"brass hats" Godwin did not know, but it was certainly important to the tax-payers that he be given that authority, and so on
and so on.
I want you to explain to Godwin in words of one syllable the
difference between the taxicab operations in a city and that
under a field commander who is responsible for victory or
defeat. There cannot be a number of separate bosses. There are
many applications for Mr. Hertz's technique, and> he has submitted a very valuable report, most of which is of practical
application but a material portion of which is based on ignorance of how a military force operates and how responsibility
must be centralized.
Godwin is a pretty good fellow as I understand it, but I think
a definite effort must be made to educate these commentators,
otherwise they will carefully educate the public to think that
everything of a military nature is wrong and only civil practice
is right. l1
Sometimes Marshall's press problems went beyond the question of
whether civilian peacetime methods and ideas would work in combat. The
following are five of the many possible examples, anyone of which is a worthy research topic.
The first is the 1941 OHIO movement. Legislation passed in September
1940 providing for a peacetime draft and the federalization of the National
Guard stated that those called up should serve no longer than twelve
months. That authority was due for reauthorization in August 1941, and
Marshall wanted the time the men had to serve extended by up to six
months; otherwise, he argued, the Army, which had been drastically reorganized to accommodate the past year's massive numerical expansion,
would diSintegrate in the autumn of 1941.
This was a big story, and reporters scurried around to army camps in the
summer of 1941 asking trainees what they would do should service-time
extension pass Congress. "These boys," Marshall recalled later,

llMemorandum for General Surles, 20January 1942, ibid., 3:73.
12 Marshall Interviews, p. 308.
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were very fond of talking and the representatives of the magazines, particularly Life, would go from camp to camp. Of
course, a young man to be consulted, and results of consultation to be published, felt very much enlarged in importance.
And he talked freely and at length and, of course was very
vehement. All that made it quite hard to manage. 12
They would, they said, desert-go OHIO: Over-the-Hill-in-October. The
bill passed the House 203 to 202 in mid-August 1941-at the very time
Roosevelt, Churchill, Marshall, and various military advisors were secretly
meeting at the Atlantic Conference off Newfoundland. The U.S. Army was
spared nearly complete disintegration just prior to Pearl Harbor.
The second example of Marshall's press problems falls under the heading of "leaks." Washington was and is perhaps the world's "leakiest" capital.
Before Pearl Harbor, some members of Congress liked to request restricted
data from the army and then leak parts of it to the press for political reasons.
Senior army officers too often blabbed to the press, sometimes innocently,
sometimes in order to affect national or service policies.
"An example of the latter was the 4 December 1941, leak to and publication in certain anti-Roosevelt newspapers of the complete army mobilization
plan in the event of war. Only the attack on Pearl Harbor three days later
prevented this from being a memorable cause celebre.
An example of a potentially disastrous leak through ignorance occurred
in late June 1943. Major General Alexander Patch returned to Washington
from the South Pacific and discussed at a luncheon the shooting down by
American planes over Bougainville of Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto, the man
who had planned the Pearl Harbor attack. Some stories appeared in U.S.
newspapers. The Japanese immediately changed one of their key codes, and
American cryptanalysists feared that their entire codebreaking operation
against Japan-probably the great American intellectual accomplishment
affecting the Pacific war-was in danger. Moreover, disclosure would likely
have had repercussions with the Germans, who used a distantly related
encryption system.
Patch assured the chief of staff that the role of codebreaking in the
Yamamoto attack was common knowledge in the South Pacific. Marshall
told Patch to keep his mouth shut, henceforth, and instigated enhanced
13Marshall to Major General Alexander M. Patch, 29 June 1943, Marshall Papers,
4:39-40.
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secrecy procedures. 13 Japanese Intelligence failed to grasp the implications
in the stories or, perhaps, even to read them, but such affairs are one example of why "loose-lips-sink-ships" posters were so common during the war.
Third on my list of problems for Marshall was the African-American
press, located primarily in politically sensitive northern cities. Black editors
had been campaigning vigorously against segregation in the military since
1940. For financial and climatic reasons, Marshall had directed that most
training bases be in the Deep South-something he later admitted was a
major error with regard to blacks. Southerners jealously guarded their legal
segregation and Dixiecrat legislators threatened that excessive deviation
from Southern norms would provoke reprisals on the army.
Marshall had helped to arrange a pilot training program at Tuskegee
Institute in Alabama. The African American press was opposed to a facility
in Alabama, since it would be segregated, and launched a campaign against
it. Marshall found the institute's president-a gradualist and accommodationist-very helpful in offsetting press criticisms. 14 On the morning following the attack on Pearl Harbor, Marshall had a scheduled meeting with the
Conference of Negro Newspaper Editors. Despite the intense press of other
business, he kept it.
Fourth problem: Another minority issue that provoked a good bit of
press squeaking was the idea of women as members of the Regular Armyas opposed to being auxiliaries as in World War I or in the navy in World
War II. Marshall was a vigorous proponent of women in the army, and
knowing how important the first year would be, he chose the best leader for
the organization he could find: Oveta Culp Hobby, the bureaucratically and
politically experienced publisher of the Houston Post. And he protected her
and her organization-the Women's Army Auxiliary Corps.15
When Marshall was able to line up the political support in mid-1943, he
converted Hobby's auxiliary into the Women's Army Corps and gave its
members access to the same ranks and entitlements as Regular Army men.
He even obtained permission to have some WACs serve in combat zones.
Conservatives were not enamored of these steps, and many enlisted men
were not anxious to be relieved of their desk jobs by women and thus made
available for combat.
Sub rosa opposition to the women expanded in the spring of 1943 into a
major "slander campaign" of rumor and sexual innuendo that was hurting
I4Memorandum for General Richardson, 4 June 1941, ibid., 2:525-26; editorial note,
ibid., 3:9.
15Memorandum for the Secretary of War, 18 March 1942, ibid., pp. 135-37.
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WAC morale and recruiting. Marshall counterattacked vigorously and successfully with a press and letter-writing campaign and a personal appeal in
his favorite medium, a film encouraging WAC recruiting. In
The last press problem resulted from an accident and a policy decision:
l'affaire Dar/an of November-December 1942. One of Marshall's chief concerns during World War II was to minimize American casualties. During the
November 1942 Anglo-American invasion of French North Africa, this
could best be done by persuading the defending Vichy French forces to surrender with little or no resistance to the landings.
Reactionary AdmiralJean Darlan, commander-in-chief of Vichy France's
armed forces, happened to be in Algiers when the Allies landed, and
American leaders twisted his arms vigorously to convince him to issue a
cease-fire order. The liberal press in both Britain and the United States
exploded with indignation, blasting the War Department and Marshall's protege, Dwight Eisenhower, supreme commander of Operation Torch, for collaborating with such a nasty fascist.
Certain reporters, most notably Walter Lippmann, endeavored to help
the War Department handle this issue. Marshall radioed Eisenhower on
November 20: "Do not worry about this, leave the worries to us and go
ahead with your campaign." 17 Marshall had learned an important lesson,
however, and he appealed to friends among the members of the American
Society of Newspaper Editors to appoint a committee to serve as a contact
with the Chief of Staff in the event of another such incident, as Marshall said,
"so that the editorials throughout the country might be properly influenced."18 In general, it seems to have worked.
One could go on at considerable length multiplying examples of
Marshall's relations with the media during World War II. In March 1949,
after he finished his two years as Secretary of State, Marshall received from
the Overseas Press Club a gold-plated typewriter in recognition of his positive relations with the press (and of his ability to type).
Marshall was reSigned and rather stoic about the squeakings of democracy. As secretary of defense in 1951, he told the new graduates of both West
160n the "slander campaign," see Mattie E. Treadwell, The Women's Army Corps, United
States Army in World War II (Washington, D.C.: Office of the Chief of Military History,
Department bf the Army, 1954), pp. 191-218.
17Marshall to Lieutenant General Dwight D. Eisenhower, 20 November 1942, Marshall
Papers, 3:445.
18Memorandum for Colonel Young, 6 January 1943, ibid., p. 507.
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Point and Annapolis that when they felt that the politicians and the press
were behaving badly toward them, they needed to remember that they were
officers in the military of a democracy, and not let the normal squeakings get
to them. 19
He remarked to Eisenhower in March 1945: "Making war in a democracy is not a bed of roses."20 But then, Marshall was widely regarded as a
good gardener.

19These June 1 and 5, 1951, addresses are in Speeches, Secretary of Defense collection,
George C. Marshall Papers, Marshall Library.
20Marshall to General of the Army Dwight D. Eisenhower, 6 March 1945, Marshall
Papers, 5: 77.
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ARTICLE

More than "Rum, Buggery,
and the Lash":
Social History in American
Naval Documents
Michael 1. Crawford

~

he story goes that when his fellow Lords of the Admiralty objected
to a naval reform that he advocated, Winston Churchill replied,
"You say that I am ignoring the time-honored traditions of the Royal Navy?
And what might they be? I shall tell you in three words. Rum, buggery, and
the lash! Good morning, Sirs!" This apocryphal story highlights the stereotypical image of sailors: intoxicated, sexually promiscuous, and mutinous,
kept in line only by draconian discipline. The U.S. Navy drew many of its
traditions from the Royal Navy, the subject of the apocryphal quotation;
even so, the U.S. Navy in the age of sail has a social history unique to itself.
Alcohol, sex, and diSCipline in the sailing navy of the United States are
worthy topics of inquiry, and historians have frequently revisited these subjects. Other aspects of the social history of the sailing navy that have received
more than cursory study include recruiting, patronage in officer appointments, race relations, promotion, dueling, medical care, and education.!
This essay, however, charts a course to some neglected aspects of the
social history of the American sailing navy and urges social historians to
cruise in less frequented seas. These aspects include: women; hygiene;

1

w

1Important social histories of the u.s. Navy in the age of sail include Henry L. Burr,
"Education in the Early Navy" (Ph.D. diss., Temple University, Philadelphia, 1939);
Harold D. Langley, Social Reform in the United States Navy 1798-1862 (Urbana, IL:
University of Illinois Press, 1967);James E. Valle, Rocks and Shoals: Naval Discipline in the
Age of Fighting Sail (Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute Press, 1980); Christopher McKee, A
Gentlemanly and Honorable Proftssion: The Creation of the u.s. Naval Officer Corps, 1794-1815
(Annapolis, MD, Naval Institute Press, 1991); Harold D. Langley, A History of Medicine in
the Early u.s. Navy (Baltimore, MD:Johns Hopkins University Press, 1995); and Gerald T.
Altoff, Amongst My Best Men: African-Americans and the Hilr of 1812 (Put-in-Bay, OH: Perry
Group, 1996). The classic work on the Royal Navy is Michael Lewis, A Social History of the
Navy 1793-1815 (London: George Allen & Unwin, 1960).
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patronage of officers toward warrant and petty officers and ratings; and the
life-course of warrant and petty officers.
Several years ago, I received a telephone inquiry in my capacity as a historian at the Naval Historical Center about the women who were in HMS
Guerriere during the War of 1812. Knowing then less than I do now, I told the
caller that I had never read any account mentioning the existence of such
women. The caller then explained that she was asking on behalf of her
female employer who believed that in a previous life she had been in
Guerriere during its engagement with USS Constitution.
Although women lived among the men in Royal Navy ships, they are
often invisible to the historian, since they do not appear in official records,
such as muster lists and payrolls. When women do appear, it can be quite
vividly, as in Daniel Maclise's painting "The Death of Nelson," which portrays two women on the spar deck tending to wounded men. Before beginning the canvas in 1859, Maclise interviewed surviving participants on board
Victory during the 1805 Battle of Trafalgar. 2 Women can also appear quite
tragically. During the Battle of Lake Champlain in 1813, for instance, the wife
of HMS Confiance's steward was below decks binding up the wounded when
a cannonball fired by USS Saratoga tore through the side of the ship, carried
her across the vessel, and killed her. We know of her death only through a
letter published in Niles's Weekly Register, and the circumstances only through
an interview with a participant by the oral historian Benson Lossing.3
In the U.S. Navy, too, petty officers' wives sometimes accompanied their
husbands to sea. An extract from the journal of Midshipman Henry
Wadsworth in USS Chesapeake in the Mediterranean during the war with
Tripoli in 1803 provides a picture of such women.
On the 22d. Febry. it being the day after we left Algiers: Mrs.
Low (wife toJames Low Captain of the Forecastle) bore a Son,
in the Boatswain's Store Room: on the 31st. inst. [March].-the
babe was baptiz'd in the Midshipmen's apartment: The
Contriver of this business was Melancthon Taylor Woolsey a
Mid: who stood Godfather on the occasion & provided a handsome collation of Wine & Fruit: Mrs. Low being unwell Mrs.
Hays the Gunner's Lady officiated: Divine Service by Rev.
2The Walker Museum, Liverpool, England. "Further Reading: 'The Death of Nelson,
1859-64' by Daniel Mac!ise (1806-70)," http://www.1iverpoolmuseums.org.uk/picture-ofmpnth/furtherReading.asp?id= 37&venue=2, 15 October 2004.
3Benson J. Lossing, The Pictorial Field Book of the War of 1812 (New York: Harper &
Brothers, 1868; reprint ed., Gretna, LA: Firebird Press, 2003), p. 872.
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Alex McFarlan. The Child's name Melancthon Woolsey Low:All was conducted with due decorum & decency no doubt to
the great satisfaction of the parents, as Mr. Woolsey's attention
to them must in some measure have ameliorated the unhappy
situation of the Lady who was so unfortunate as to conceive &
bare, on the Salt Sea. NB. The other Ladies of the Bay-The
Forward Most part of the Birth Deck-viz. Mrs. Watson: the
Boatswain's Wife, Mrs. Myres the Carpenter's Lady-with Mrs.
Crosby the corporal's Lady: got drunk in their own Quarters
out of pure spite-not being invited to celebrate the Christening
of Melancthon Woolsey Low. 4
This account reveals that Chesapeake had at least five petty officers' wives
on board. Chesapeake may have been something of an exception during the
war with Tripoli, for, when USS Philadelphia ran aground on an uncharted
shoal and its 309 officers and men fell prisoner to the Pasha of Tripoli, no
women were taken prisoner with them. Chesapeake served as flagship for
Richard V. Morris, commodore of the Mediterranean squadron, and he, too,
brought his wife along. She, likewise, was pregnant and gave birth while in
the Mediterranean. It may have been that, knowing Mrs. Morris would find
comfort having other women on board ship, Commodore Morris encouraged his petty officers to bring their wives.
U.S. Naval commanders continued the practice of taking their own wives
along on extended cruises, at least in times of peace. Captain Charles
Stewart took his wife, Delia Tudor Stewart, with him during his cruise along
the west coast of South America in 1821, apparently because she spent
money extravagantly when he left her at home. Late in the cruise he found
out that for three weeks during an earlier part of the cruise she had compromised the United States' neutrality in the South American Wars of
Independence by, unknown to him, giving sanctuary on board to a royalist
army officer. Thereafter, Stewart refused to speak to his wife, although he
insisted that she share meals with him in the captain's cabin. Shortly after the
end of the cruise, the marriage ended in separation.;)
~ournal of Midshipman Henry Wadsworth, on board USS Chesapeake, entry for 2
April 1803, in Office of Naval Records and Library, Navy Department, Naval Documents
Related to the United States JiMlrs With the Barbary Powers, Vol. 2 (Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1940), p. 387.
.) American State Papers, Class VI, Naval Affairs, Vol. 2 (Washington: Gales & Seaton, 1860),
pp. 565-66, 608-10. The details given here regarding Stewart's marriage are drawn from
a draft manuscript of the forthcoming book, Claude Berube and John Rodgaard, A Call to
the Sea: Captain Charles Stewart of the USS Constitution (Washington, DC: Potomac Books,
2005).
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Isaac Hull's marriage to Ann Hart appears to have been a true love
match; even so, his taking his wife to sea caused a different kind of trouble.
When he was given command of the Mediterranean Squadron in the 1830s,
Ann and her sister Augusta accompanied him. Because the two women
shared the main cabin of the squadron's flagship, USS Ohio, with
Commodore Hull, his flag captain could not share the cabin as well. The flag
captain thus displaced Ohio's lieutenants from the captain's cabin, who had
to berth, according to a long-standing decision of the Board of Navy
Commissioners, on the ship's lowest deck, the dark, dank, and odoriferous
orlop deck. The lieutenants protested publicly against the preference the
commodore gave to his female relatives on board. Damage to Isaac Hull's
eardrums from the firing of ships' cannons had caused him to go deaf by the
1830s. Given the commodore's deafness, Mrs. Hull often served as an intermediary in conveying information to and orders from him. From the perspective of the discontented lieutenants, the commodore's wife had assumed
command of the ship. Relations between Hull and the lieutenants deteriorated to the point that Hull felt justified in sending a half dozen of his lieutenants back to the United States. Ii
These accounts of women aboard U.S. Navy ships in the age of sail make
for amusing tales, but I suspect that there is a greater significance here to
uncover. There is an extensive literature about the lives of army wives on the
frontier. 7 Similarly, the lives of the wives of career navy men, not just those
of commissioned officers, but also those of warrant and petty officers,
deserve to be told. How did these women manage during their husband's
long absences at sea? How did they handle familial, financial, and business
affairs? On what support systems did they rely? Did the wives of naval officers constitute a community among themselves? How did the wives of commissioned officers relate with one another? Did they divide into cliques
along the lines that their highly competitive husbands did? How did they
advance or hinder their husbands' careers?
The world of the wooden warship has a special place in the history of
popular attitudes toward cleanliness and hygiene. Readers of Patrick
6Linda M. Maloney, The Captain from Connecticut: The Life and Naval Times of Isaac Hull
(Boston, MA: Northeastern University Press, 1986), pp. 446-74.
7Examples include: Anne Brunner Eales, Army Wives on the American Frontier: Living by
the Bugles (Boulder, CO: Johnson Books, 1996); Eveline M. Alexander, Cavalry Wife: The
Diary of Evei(ne M. Alexander, 1866-1867 (College Station: Texas A&M University Press,
1977); and Michele J. Nacy, Members of the Regiment: Army Officers' Wives on the J#;stern
Frontier, 1865-1890 (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 2000).
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O'Brian's novels about the Royal Navy in the age of Nelson will recall that
the fictional surgeon, Dr. Stephen Maturin, with his pre-germ theory understanding of the etiology of disease, frequently ridicules the navy for what he
views as an excess of devotion to cleanliness. We find the same devotion to
cleanliness in the U.S. Navy, for the sake of order and discipline as much as
for health. In his 1849 novel White-Jacket, which drew on his fourteen-months
experience as a seaman in the United States frigate United States, Herman
Melville observes that "of all men-of-war, the American ships are the most
excessively neat, and have the greatest reputation for it."8 U.S. Navy regulations issued in 1802 included the following rules:
l. All men on board are to keep themselves in every respect as
clean as possible.
2. That the ship be aired between decks as much as may be,
and that she be always kept thoroughly clean.
3. That all necessary precautions be used by placing sentinels
or otherwise, to prevent people easing themselves in the hold,
or throwing any thing there that may occasion nastiness.
4. That no fruit or strong liquors be sold on board the ship;

except in the judgment of the commander of the squadron, a limited
quantity offrUit be necessary for the health of the crew, in which case
he will issue an order. 9
Among the regulations that Master Commandant William M. Crane
issued for USS Madison, stationed in the frozen waters of Lake Ontario in
December 1813, several related to cleanliness. Crane admonished all officers
to keep themselves clean and to impress the need for cleanliness on the men
of their divisions. Beds and blankets were to be frequently aired, and clothes
washed when weather permitted. Every morning, boys were to be mustered
and those who had dirty clothes, faces, hands, or feet were to be punished.
All filth and rubbish was to be removed from the ship and dumped into the
lake through holes cut in the ice. Crane directed that "The Birth Deck is not
to be washed in Winter without an order from the first Lieut. who will con8Herman Melville, White}acket: or, The World in a Man-of War (1850; reprint ed., edited
b1 William L. Heflin, Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute Press, 1988), p. 107.
U.S. Navy Regulations issued by command of President Thomas Jefferson, 22 January
1802, in Office of Naval Records and Library, Navy Department, Naval Documents Related
to the United States Wars With the Barbary Powers, Vol. 2 (Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1940), p. 33.
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sult the Surgeon before he directs it." But, in any case, the deck was "to be
white washed once a fortnight and fumigated morning and evening." 10
It is not clear whether Crane's reasonableness in not insisting on a daily
scrubbing of the berth deck extended to the weather deck as well. In any
event, barefooted sailors holystoning the decks in cold weather seems to
have been a regular event in the U.S. Navy. In his novel White-jacket,
Melville protests the inflexibility of the practice of cleaning the spar deck
every morning, whatever the weather: "Is a ship a wooden platter, that it is
to be scrubbed out every morning before breakfast, even if the thermometer
be at zero and every sailor goes barefooted through the flood with the
chilblains?"ll Echoing Melville, in a 1854 treatise on naval medicine, Dr.
Gustavus Horner, one of the most notable American naval surgeons of his
era, condemned the deluging of the decks in cold weather: "In doing this the
men generally go barefooted, and suffer proportionally from the conjoined
ill effects of cold and moisture, inducing rheumatic and pulmonic complaints." 12
The disagreement over the scrubbing of the decks in cold weather seems
to have been a clash between two cultures, naval and medical. The case of
the verminous naval surgeon may have been an extreme instance of a similar cultural clash. Commander John Orde Creighton wrote to his commanding officer, Captain Isaac Hull, from on board U.S. brig Rattlesnake, 10
December 1813:
sir
I am under the necessity of reporting to You one of the most
Extraordinary cases of uncleanliness that I ever heard of in an
officer during fourteen Years that I have served in the navyIt has been reported to me, and has become public, that the
acting surgeon (D. Yeates) of the Rattle Snake is covered with
Vermin, and by sending his clothes on shore to wash, has
nearly fill'd a whole Neighbourhood with the same-I am
Mortified beyond expression and have to request that the said
D: Yeates may be removed from under my Command, as I
lOMaster Commandant William M. Crane's Rules for the Regulation of Shipboard Life,
19 December 1813, in The Naval War of 7872: A Documentary History, Vol. 2, edited by
William S. Dudley et al. (Washington: Naval Historical Center, 1992), p. 617-18.
11 Melville, Whitejacket, p. 106.
12Gustavus R. B. Horner, Diseases and Injuries of Seamen: With Remarks on their Enlistment,
Naval Hygiene, and the Duties of Naval Officers (Philadelphia, 1854), pp. 51-52.
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Seamen holystoning a ship's

J. G. Heck, Iconographic Encyclopedia of Science, Literature, and Art (New York,

1851), vol. 3.
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cannot consent to his Messing with the other officers of the Brig
or of myself serving with a man of his discreption. 13

In fairness to Dr. Yeates, it appears that it was ill health that led him to
neglect his person to such an extent. Following his abject apology, his fellow
officers were willing to readmit him to their mess. Illness, however, prevented his return. He was eventually furloughed home to Maryland, where
he died on 28 October 1815. 14 .
As the washstand with its porcelain pitcher and basin is a symbol of middle-class respectability on land, so the holystone is a symbol of good order
aboard a man-o-war. Sanitation on shipboard and ashore merit comparison
and their relationships merit examination.
An anecdote from the war with Tripoli illustrates why the patron and follower relationship between line officers and their men bears greater scrutiny.
On 3 August 1804, the U.S. Mediterranean Squadron under Commodore
Edward Preble entered Tripoli harbor to bombard the city and to attack the
city's shipping. In command of a division of the attacking squadron's gunboats, Lieutenant Stephen Decatur led his men in boarding an enemy gunb~at. When he fell to the deck while grappling with a gigantic opponent,
another Tripolitan raised his scimitar to kill him. One of Decatur's men,
wounded in both arms, interposed his head and received a nasty scalp
wound. In the sailing navy it often happened that a seaman would develop
an attachment to a particular officer and follow his favorite commander from
ship to ship. This was the case with Boatswain's Mate ReubenJames, who
served with Decatur from the Tripolitan War through the War of 1812 and
remained in the Navy until his retirement in 1836. Because of his known
connection with Decatur, for many years it was assumed that ReubenJames
was the loyal sailor who endangered himself to save Decatur. Historians
now agree, however, that the evidence suggests it was not Reuben James
who took the blow intended for Decatur, but Seaman Daniel Fraser. IS
A letter from Purser's Steward John S. Meginnes to Lieutenant
Commandant William McBlair, dated U.S. Ship Decatur, Porto Praya, in the
Cape Verde Islands, 22 November 1848, suggests some of the dimensions of
13Commander John Orde Creighton to Captain Isaac Hull, 10 December 1813, in
Dudley, et aI., eds., The Naval War of 1812, Vol. 2, p. 298.
I~Dudley, et aI., eds., The Naval Wilr of 1812, Vol. 2, pp. 297-300.
bGardner W. Allen, Our Navy and the Barbary Corsairs (1905; reprint ed., Hamden, CT:
Archon Books, 1965), pp. 191-92; Edgar Stanton Maclay, A History of the United States Navy
from 1775 to 1894,2 vols. (New York: D. Appleton, 1897), 1: 576-77; "Frazier, Daniel," and
'James, Reuben," ZB Files, Navy Library, Washington, DC.
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"Decatur's Conflict with the Algerine at
Tripoli." Engraving after a painting by
Alonzo Chappel, published by Johnson,
Wilson & Co., New York, 1874. Naval
Historical Center.

John S. Meginnes to Lieutenant Commander William McBlair, 22 Nov. 1848.
Naval Historical Center.
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patronage between officers and men. Meginnes wrote the letter because he
felt compelled to explain to McBlair his reasons for leaving his position in
the Allegheny, an iron-hulled steam gunboat. Apparently, Meginnes had
joined the ship when McBlair was executive officer, and McBlair had made
certain promises regarding Meginnes's duties. "On Mr. Reynolds taking
charge of the Executive Dept of the ship," however, Meginnes wrote, "Every
thing went the opposite of right." For instance, "The desk you gave me to do
my writing on he ordered broken up, and said I should write in the Masters
Room[.] you know the locality, but you were never in it when the ship was
under a full head of steam[.] Sperm candles would melt in the horn
lanterns[.]" Unable to bear his new working conditions, Meginnes asked
leave to go ashore at New Orleans. He remained ashore for two weeks, and
then, unable to pay his room and board bill, arranged that his landlord turn
him in as a deserter and pocket the reward. Returning to Allegheny Meginnes
found, much to his surprise, that Lieutenant William Reynolds was no longer
Allegheny's executive but had become the commanding officer. Reynolds
ordered that Meginnes be given twelve lashes and be discharged. At the time
he wrote the letter, Meginnes was serving in some capacity in U.S. sloop of'
war Decatur. On arriving in Porto Praya he found in the harbor there the U.S.
store ship Erie, with McBlair in command. Meginnes sent this narrative to
McBlair, for, "You haveing always acted towards me as a gentleman, and
placed confidence in me while you were on board of the Alleghany, I do not
wish to loose your good opinion."16
If Purser's Steward Meginnes was in any way representative, his case suggests that men who held lesser posts in the antebellum navy relied largely for
their well being on good relations with line officers. An unsympathetic officer could make existence as hot as hell, as Reynolds literally did for
Meginnes. If Meginnes was going to continue his naval career, he had to cultivate good relations with his patrons. A study of the ramifications of these
kinds of relationships, the mechanisms by which they were maintained, and
how they changed over time could yield interesting results.
The life-course of lesser naval officers, the skilled sailors who executed
the daily operations of the sailing navy, has yet to be explored. Studies of
naval personnel have focused on line officers and on common seamen.
16John S. Meginnes to Lieutenant Commandant William McBlair, 22 November 1848,
Papers of Commander William McBlair, Personal Records Collection, Operational
Archives Branch, Naval Historical Center, Washington, DC.
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Apart from the history of naval rank itself,17 the story of the warrant, petty,
and other lesser officers remains untold. Yet, it could be plausibly argued that
men filling those positions constituted the backbone of the American sailing
navy. Nicholas A. M. Rodger pleads a similar case for the lesser officers of
the Royal Navy in the eighteenth century. Armorers, boatswains, carpenters,
coopers, gunners, masters at arms, pursers, sail makers, and their various
mates and assistants possessed the skills and the experience required to keep
a warship in operating condition, properly supplied, stowed, organized, and
in repair. Because in the Royal Navy these professionals tended to make
naval service a career, the Royal Navy enjoyed advantages enabling it to
remain strong and effective over the duration of a long conflict. 1S
Commodore Charles Morris, reflecting back on the War of 1812 from the
perspective of several decades, isolated a different factor contributing to the
U.S. Navy's notable victories during that war: "the greater resources of our
seamen than is usual with those of other nations."
Many of our seamen have acquired trades before they begin
their maritime pursuits, and, in the case of necessity, carpenters, smiths, and others, who are to be found in numbers
among our crews, who can render most valuable aid in repairing damages; which could only be done in other services by the
few who are usually specially provided for such purposes. 19
Morris recognized American egalitarianism, resulting in the spread of
specialized skills through the crew of an American warship, as a factor that
improved the speed with which such a ship could manage emergencies.
We do not know if U.S. Navy petty and warrant officers in the antebellum era tended to make the Navy a career, what the median length of service of such officers was, what path their typical careers took, and what they
did in civilian life before or after their naval service. We do not know, not
because the answers cannot be found, but because no one has yet bothered
to ask the questions. A small collection of letters of a U.S. Navy carpenter,
written to his wife, suggests some potentially valuable avenues of inquiry
along these lines.
17Lawrence Fasano, Naval Rank, Its Inception and Development: A Short History of the
Evoluton and Genealogy of the Naval Officer (New York: Horizon House, 1936).
18N. A. M. Rodger, The Wooden World: An Anatomy of the Georgian Navy (Annapolis, MD:
Naval Institute Press, 1986).
Navy (Annapolis,
19Charles Morris, The Autobiography of Commodore Charles Morris,
MD: Naval Institute Press, 1880; reprint ed., Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute Press, 2002),
p.65.
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The author of these letters was Daniel Jones, of Kittery, Maine. Jones
began his career as an acting carpenter, USN, in 1847, and coincidentally
was a crewmate of John S. Meginnes's in U.S. sloop of war Decatur when he
was warranted a carpenter in November 1848, his commanding officer recommending him as "a first rate mechanic." Jones served in USS Macedonian
during Matthew C. Perry's expedition toJapan, and during the Civil War in
U.S. sloop of war St. Louis on the African coast and on blockade duty. He
was placed on the retired list in 1869 and died in 1877. 20
The Jones collection consists of fifteen letters he wrote, dated 1850-1852
and 1855, twelve of which are to his wife. Those letters reveal facets of a warrant officer's conditions of service and how service in the navy affected a
warrant officer's family. Jones was a landowner and left his wife in charge of
his financial affairs, renting out his land and buildings and collecting his
debts. The letters also discuss arrangements for his wife and children to live
in Philadelphia while Jones was assigned to duty at the Navy Asylum. Would
Mrs. Jones be able to make the journey without her husband's assistance?
How good were Philadelphia schools? What furnishings would they need? If
materials accompanying the collection are correct,Jones was a friend of Vice
President Hannibal Hamlin's and served in the Maine state legislature. 21
Landowner, friend of the vice president, state legislator: how typical was this
Navy carpenter? What attracted such a solid citizen to naval service? We
shall be unable to answer these questions until someone makes close studies
of Jones and his fellow warrant officers.
The social history of the sailing U.S. Navy should and can be more than
rum, buggery, and the lash. The story resides in the documents, waiting for
creative and original scholars to ask and to answer questions yet unasked.

20"Jones, Daniel," ZB Files, Navy Library, Washington, DC.
21Papers of Carpenter Daniel Jones, Historical Manuscripts Collection, Navy Library,
Washington, DC.
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ARTICLE

Clouted by Reviewers:
The Texts of Garland's
Rose of Dutcher s Coolly
Kei th N ewl in

.J!

lthOUgh Hamlin Garland made his mark primarily as a writer of
innovative realistic short stories in the 1890s, he also wrote some
nineteen novels, almost none of which ever attained the critical
acclaim of his first collection of short stories, Main-Travelled Roads, published
in 1891. The single exception is Rose of Dutcher's Coolly, his fifth novel and
tenth book, published four years later. The novel traces the development of
. a motherless girl from her childhood on a small farm in a Wisconsin coulee
(a "coulee" or "coolly" is the French term for the deep valleys between high
ridges in southwestern Wisconsin) through her student days at the University
of Wisconsin to her emergence in Chicago as an aspiring poet. It ends with
her marriage to a prominent Chicago newspaperman and literary critic, who
has proposed via a pointedly unromantic letter in which he lists all the reasons he would make a bad husband. Today nearly all readers praise Rose for
its forthright depiction of a young woman's emerging sexuality and its social
message about a girl's desire to become a writer equal with men rather than
a mere wife subordinate to her husband's will.
At the time, Garland was at the height of his fame: he had published nine
books and dozens of short stories, as well as more than two dozen articles
devoted to literary topics; he had lectured widely on various Populist issues;
and he had gained a reputation for being America's most vocal proponent of
realism, a literary radical whose every volume prompted critical controversy
in the nation's magazines. The idea for Rose had been fermenting since 1890.
He had spent more time on its composition than he had on any other work,
for in it he sought to embody the literary theories he had been advocating
for years. When he finally sent off corrected proofs for publication, he
expected-or at least hoped-that his years of toil would payoff in public
acclaim, but when Rose of Dutcher's Coolly was published in late 1895, it met
a chorus of disapproval. Based on Garland's latest example, the Providence
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Sunday Journal asserted in a fairly typical review, "the novel of the future is
clearly to be ill-digested, badly written, trivial, absurd, nasty, violent, devoid
of taste and wit, and in every way what the blind critics say a novel ought
not to be." "'Rose of Dutcher's Coolly' leaves a more disagreeable taste in
the mouth than Jude the Obscure,'" opined the Critic. And the Chicago
Times-Heraldlamented, "The book almost makes one want to preach suicide
to all young girls-country or city-every kind."] Clearly, Garland had miscalculated.
Reviews do have effects on writers, and for one as sensitive as Garland,
the initial reception of a work can alter the course of one's career. The case
of Rose ofDutcher's Coolly offers lessons about the power of the press, the wisdom of letting a novel go too early, and the ability of revision to alter in any
significant way the perception of one's work.
Garland's depiction of Rose in the early chapters of the novel is what
most exercised reviewers. Rose is raised by her farmer-father to be without
the false modesty usually ascribed to girls. She eats wild plants with the boys,
watches them unashamed as they go skinny-dipping while longing to join
them, and in general grows up pretty much as the boys do. She blossoms into
a robust, tall, strong, and healthy young woman with an insatiable desire to
improve herself and what today we would call a healthy curiosity in the
opposite sex and in matters physical.
Given the novel's plot, characterization; and themes, all of which conflicted with contemporary assumptions of propriety concerning women, it is
not surprising that every reviewer objected to Garland's portrayal of Rose's
emerging sexuality, precisely the quality for which readers today praise the
novel. Because these scenes, and the reviewers' response to them, determined the course of his revision, it is helpful to see Garland's depiction of
the thirteen-year-old Rose's first crush on her playmate Carl:
She felt a terrible hunger, a desire to take his head in her arms
and kiss it. Her muscles ached and quivered with something
she could not fathom. As she resisted she grew calm, but mysteriously sad, as if something were passing from her forever.
The leaves whispered a message to her, and the stream
repeated an occult note of joy, which was mixed with sorrow.
1"Realism Run Mad," Providence Sunday Journal, 29 December 1895, sec. 2, 13; "Rose of
Dutcher's Coolly," Critic n.s. 25 (February 8, 1896): 89; "Literature of Today," Chicago
Times-Herald, 9 December 1895, 10.
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The struggle of wild fear and bitter-sweet hunger of desire-this
vague, mysterious perception of her sex, did not last, to Rose.
It was lost when she came out of the wood into the road on the
way homeward. It was a formless impulse and throbbing stir far
down below definite thought. 2
Later, these aching and quivering muscles and throbbing impulses take
on more concrete form in Rose's school, when a young coquette of a teacher
unleashes "a storm of passion" among her students. Garland is circumspect
in his description of what follows: "the larger boys w.oke to a sudden savagery of rivalry over her.... The older boys fought over her smile and lowvoiced words of praise," until, finally, the teacher "gathered the larger girls
around her as she flirted with the young men, until children like Carl and
Rose became part of it a11."3 At school, the "older boys did not scruple to put
their arms about the teacher's waist as they stood by her side," and "known
libertines" fight with the town's young men for her attention. 4 Fortunately,
the town's fathers awaken to their children's danger in the nick of time and
promptly send the teacher packing. Rose and Carl are gently interviewed by
Rose's father, who determines that she "would outgrow" what Garland calls
"the touch of thoughtless hands."5
"There can be no possible excuse for the writer who uses filth in the making .of fiction," thundered the Philadelphia Press, referring to this scene. "It is
in the power of any reckless amateur scribbler in the world to-day to make
himself notorious if he so wishes. He has only to put into print a sequence of
such facts of imaginings as shall tend to make pure women blush, and label
the thing, Smut, a Novel, by Seekfame; and all the impure minds in the
world will welcome it gladly. Mr. Garland ... has written into his new story
many passages which we should not dare to quote to the readers of 'The
Press.'" The Dial objected to the novel's "wanton nastiness"; the Chicago
Daily Tribune complained that Garland was "stubbornly and childishly
nasty"; and the Independent charged Garland of having "chosen animal
coarseness, and chosen it defiantly, as his source of appeal to his audience."6
Reviewers also castigated the novel and its author for his choice of lan2Garland, Rose o/Dutcher's Coolly (Chicago, IL: Stone and Kimball, 1895),31-32.
3Ibid.,37.
4Ibid., 38.
5Ibid., 39.
6"Hamlin Garland's Latest Fury,~ Philadelphia Press, 5 January 1896, sec. 3, 22; William
Morton Payne, "Recent Fiction," Dial2 (1 February 1896): 80; "Hamlin Garland's Latest,"
Chicago Daily Tribune, December 14, 1895, 9; "Literature," Independent 48 (6 February
1896): 189.
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guage-in particular, his use of the phrase "sex maniac" to describe the leer
of a brakeman ogling Rose on the train to Madison. And Garland also had
a bit of a tic with the use of the adjective "clean" to contrast morally upright
youth with those who are coarse. As the Critic pOinted out, "Mr. Garland's
word 'sex maniac' is barbarous enough; but the continual dwelling on (we
had almost said gloating over) the thing is far worse. Here we do not care to
particularize; we content ourselves with saying distinctly that what the
author is so fond of calling a 'clean-minded' young man or woman would be,
if not simply puzzled, shocked and repelled by page after page of this
book."7 Other reviewers echoed the complaint. '''Clean' is a favorite word of
Garland's; 'flesh' is another," observed the New York Times. The Bookman
elaborated: "[Garland places] great stress on the repeated effect upon his
heroine of viewing the lithe, 'clean' limbs of her masculine adorers. I have
quoted the adjective 'clean' because Mr. Garland seems extraordinarily fond
of it. His men are all more or less 'clean."'/!
Even William Dean Howells, friend and father-figure to Garland, in a
review for Harper's Weekly, gently upbraided his disciple for inadequate characterization. Garland's circumspection concerning the nature of Rose's
improprieties with Carl leads readers to use their imagination-and therefore
imagine the worst. "If fiction is to deal with things hitherto not dealt with in
the evolution of character," Howells counseled, "it must be explicit. From
anything less we have the haunting sense of something unwholesome, which
taints the whole after-life of the personage for the reader, and avails nothing
for the author's real purpose." Moreover, he continued, "This purpose in the
present case is to prove that a woman can live down her past as a man may.
But I remain unconvinced that a woman can live down her past, for I do not
believe a man can live down his past. Our past becomes part of us, whether
we are women or whether we are men .... I do not find that Rose owned
her whole past to the man who married her, and so I cannot quite accept her
on the author's terms."9
Four years later, in 1899, Garland responded to his critics when he
revised the novel for a new publisher. He altered some of the scenes and
much of the language, though he did not change his fundamental conception. His primary intent was to excise some of the more overt references to
7"Rose of Dutcher's Coolly," 89.
8"Wisconsin Folks," New York Times, 5 January 1896, 31; W. P. Trent, "Mr. Hamlin
Garland's New Novel," Bookman 2 (February 1896): 513.
Ywilliam Dean Howells, "Life and Letters," Harper's weekly 40 (7 March 1896): 223.
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sexuality. The phrase that so troubled reviewers-the brakeman who "eyed
her with the glare of a sex maniac" -now eyes Rose "with an insolent
glare."l0 Rose has lots of trouble with glares-insolent or otherwise-for her
Amazonian figure is continually being ogled by men. Even her eventual
fiance, Warren Mason, has an appreciative eye for her "splendid curve of
bust"; another remarks that he'd "like to see the girl in a low-necked dress";
and still another suitor simply observes, "She's a stunner!" 11 While Garland
did not alter these passages, he did delete some that commented more
explicitly on Rose's body. Not only does Rose not have the "personal vanity
which makes so many pretty and brainless women think themselves irresistible to any man," she makes little of "her flesh" to attract men. In the revision, Rose makes little of her "comeliness."12 Rose, too, has an appreciative
eye for the body. When she contemplates a proposal from a wealthy young
suitor, "She admired his splendid flesh" as well as his money. But the 1899
Rose admires his "splendid health." 13
Garland's use of the words "naked" and "nude" troubled several reviewers. When Rose admires the "naked limbs" of circus acrobats, she reflects on
her earlier experience with unclothed bodies: "She had seen naked boys,
and her own companions occasionally showed themselves naked and cowering before her, but these men stood there proud and splendid." "Naked"
becomes "nude" in the revision. 14 When she returns from the circus, she
stands before a mirror admiring her body: "In the secrecy of her room she
walked up and down, feeling the splendid action of her nude limbs muscled
almost like his." 15 The reviewer for the Independent derided this scene specifically as an example of Garland's fixation on nudity. In the 1899 revision, the
word "nude" is stricken.
Apparently in response to Howells's remark that people can't outgrow
their pasts, Garland deleted several passages that had troubled Howells and
other reviewers. After the episode of Rose and Carl's "thoughtless hands,"
poppaJohn tells her, "If you are good and kind and true like your mother
was you'll outgrow this trouble."16 In the 1899 edition, the passage becomes
lOGariand, Rose of Dutcher's Coolly (1895), 90; Rose of Dutcher's Coolly (New York:
Macmillan, 1899), 77.
1,IGariand, Rose of Dutcher's Coolly (1895), 245, 246, 290.
12Gariand, Rose of Dutcher's Coolly (1895), 377; Rose ofDutcher's Coolly (1899), 330.
13Gariand, Rose ofDutcher's Coolly (1895), 302; Rose ofDutcher's Coolly (1899),263.
I~Gariand, Rose ofDutcher's Coolly (1895), 55; Rose of Dutcher's Coolly (1899), 46.
:~Gariand, Rose ofDutcher's Coolly (1895), 63.
Ibid., 40.
17 Garland, Rose ofDutcher's Coolly (1899), 33.
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'Just be good and kind and true, like your mother was." 17 Later, when Rose
is about to leave home for college in Madison, she reflects on the incidents:
Rose did not hold that Carl had any claim upon her. The incidents of two years before were lived down, both by herself and
Carl, for as manhood and womanhood came to them they put
away all that which they had done in the thoughtlessness of
childhood. To Rose it was an unpleasant memory, because
associated with her father's grief. She supposed Carl to feel in
the same way about it, and so no allusion to it was ever made
by anyone. IS
.
When he revised the novel, Garland retained only a revision of the first
sentence of the paragraph-"Rose was not ready to acknowledge that Carl
had any claim upon her."19 The effect is to diminish Garland's theme that
sexual exploration is a natural part of childhood, albeit one that children and
parents must guard against carefully.
Later, when Rose returns to the farm after graduation, she learns that
Carl has become engaged. Her father remembers "the time when he had
called them to his knees, the two young rogues. She was thinking of that too.
It was far in the past, yet far as it was, it was still measurable, and a faint flush
crept over her face." At this point, the paragraph in the 1899 edition stops,
but the 1895 edition continues and clarifies the continuing hold of the
"thoughtless hands" episode on Rose's memory: "No one in the world knew
of that experience but Carl and her father. Would Carl's wife ever know of
it? That was the thought which caused the flush."20
Garland was also attentive to reviewers' sarcastic remarks concerning his
style. The Dial, for example, had observed, "[The novel has] several noticeable defects, such as an obtrusive didacticism, a repulsive lack of reticence
concerning those details of the sex problem that it should be the first principle of wholesome art to avoid, and a style that is often slovenly. We may illustrate the latter defect by such sentences as, 'Rose received a note from her
asking her to come over and see her,' and 'I would be a literary if 1 were not
forced to be a newspaper man."'21 Garland repaired the ambiguities of both
sentences.
And apparently the ridicule of his preference for the word "clean" caused
18Garland, Rose of Dutcher's Coolly (1895),83.
19Garland, Rose ofDutcher's Coolly (1899), 7L
~OGarland, Rose ofDutcher's Coolly (1899), 140; Rose of Dutcher's Coolly (1895),162.
21 Payne, "Recent Fiction," 80.
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him to replace nearly every occurrence of the word. In her girlhood, Rose's
"blood was sweet and clean and kept off contagion"; in 1899 her blood was
"sweet and swift."22 The boys court Rose "with the wholesome frankness of
clean and vigorous manhood"; later they court her "with the wholesome
frankness of sane and vigorous manhood."23 ''A fine, clean young fellow"
becomes "A fine, manly young fellow";24 another "clean and fine" man
becomes "wholesome and fine."25 Men who looked at Rose with "frank,
clean eyes" later regard her with "frank, clear eyes."26 There are many more
similar examples, but Garland's pattern of revision here suggests he recognized the reviewers had rightly pointed out his overreliance on a vague
adjective, and so he substituted more specific ones.
Garland's revisions produced a more polished style but affected the substance of the novel very little. Though the reviews in 1895 motivated some
revisions, in writing five books and more than fifty periodical pieces over the
ensuing four years Garland had learned much about the craft on his own. He
tidied up other bumpy sentences, tightening loose expression, inserting an
adjective here and there, and modifying punctuation. Like his revision of
roughly-written sentences, his revision of scenes of sexual import focus
largely on the level of the phrase, with the apparent intent of excising a word
or phrase that had proved offensive. He left intact all scenes of thematic
import: the "thoughtless hands" passage; the lengthy treatment of Rose's
awakening sexuality, quoted earlier; the various times when men admire
Rose's sensual body; the description of her running naked through the corn
fields. All remain.
Garland did make one major substantive revision. The 1895 edition ends
with Rose accepting Mason's unconventional proposal. Mason asks, "My
dearest girl, do you realize what you are doing? Do you realize that you are
entering on a problematical line of action-that you are inviting pain and sorrow and care .... " To which Rose replies, with the words that close the novel,
"I realize it all, and I choose it."27 In 1899, Garland added a scene, of about
two pages, to follow these words to show Rose and Mason in their apartment
immediately following their marriage. Some critics believe the scene was
2~Garland, Rose of Dutcher's Coolly (1895),23; Rose ofDutcher's Coolly (1899), 19.
23Garland, Rose ofDutcher's Coolly (1895), 121; Rose ofDutcher's Coolly (1899), 105.
2~Garland, Rose ofDutcher's Coolly (1895), 122; Rose ofDutcher's Coolly (1899), 106.
~:JGarland, Rose of Dutcher's Coolly (1895), 142; Rose ofDutcher's Coolly (1899), 123.
26Garland, Rose of Dutcher's Coolly (1895), 116; Rose ofDutcher's Coolly (1899), 100.
27 Garland, Rose ofDutcher's Coolly (1895), 403.
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added to clarify that the two are really married and not experimenting with
a common-law marriage. 28 The passage is worth quoting to understand
Garland's motives in adding the scene:
The janitor of the Berkley flats stood transfixed as he became
aware of a young woman just behind Mason, but being natively
polite he concealed his astonishment by bowing low.
"Williams," said Mason with an air of apology, "1 have gone
and done it. This is my wife," (Williams bowed definitely to
Rose). "1 promise not to do it again if you won't mind-and if
you keep it from the fellows for a day or two."
"Cehtinly not, sah, of co'se not, Misto Mason."
"And send Annie up; she may be of some use to Mrs.
Mason."
"All right, sah. You'll find everything in ohder, sah."
As Rose went up the stairway she heard Williams chuckle
softly.
At the door Mason turned, dangling a key on his finger.
"Mistress of my heart-here is the key to my poor home.
Therewith 1 surrender my dominion like Boabdil the Moor."
Rose took the key gently, for under Mason's playful words
ran a perceptible note of sadness. He was surrendering a part
of his freedom to her-the sacrifices were not all on her side.
Without a word she turned the key in the lock and he threw the
door open.
"Enter, my 'bread-dispenser.'"
She gave a little cry of surprise. The apartment, glowing with
light and with warmth, reflected Mason's mind as in a magic
mirror. Books-everywhere books, that was the first impression.
Next the pictures and odd pieces of sculpture claimed her interest, and photographs of poets, actors, and musicians, and then
more books and easy chairs and pipes.
After another keen glance Rose uttered her pleasure. "Oh,
28The critics are following Donald Pizer's suggestion that "Mason's proposal emphasizes
personal freedom so strongly that apparently some readers believed he was proposing a
trial marriage." See Donald Pizer, Introduction to Rose of Dutcher's Coolly (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1969), xxxii. For repetition of Pizer's speculation, see Robert
Bray, "Hamlin Garland's Rose of Dutcher's Coolly," The Critical Reception of Hamlin Garland,
ed. Charles L. P. Silet, et al. (Troy, NY: Whitston Publishing, 1985), 396, 406nll; and
Kenneth M. Price, "Whitman's Influence on Hamlin Garland's Rose of Dutcher's Coolly,"
Walt Whitman of Mickle Street, ed. Geoffrey M. Sill (Knoxville: University of Tennessee
Press, 1994),200-201.
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how cozy! It is ever so much more interesting and lovely than
I imagined it."
"Thanks, dreadfully," replied Mason, gloomily. "I took years
to get these things together."
She came and put her hand in his. "And you thought I'd
change all this!" she softly said in reproach.
As they took seats before the fire Mason settled down into his
favorite arm-chair with a sigh of content; "Home once more!"
Then he looked up at Rose and replied to her question. "Well,
as we faced Judge Wilson I had that fear, but as I sit here it
seems as if neither my life nor this room could ever change; it
seems as if you were merely a visitor. Now that is honest, but
let me tell you something further, my lady." He took her hand
between his strong smooth palms. "I used to be lonely here, but
when I look at you I know I shall never be lonely again."29
In 1895, however, reviewers saw no ambiguity in Rose and Mason's relationship, only the implausibility of Mason's proposal. "The letter is one of
the shallowest, vulgarest, and most contemptible communications of man to
woman ever imagined by an author of fiction," the New York Times complained, referring to Mason's formal letter of proposal. Rose's preference for
"a god-like Chicago editor" rather than "a beautiful young man, the son of a
millionaire, who had elegant manners" bothered the Providence Sunday
Journal. Indeed, Rose's preference for "an old, bald-headed, cynical newspaper man" irritated the Independent as well, and the Philadelphia Press argued
that Rose's marriage to "a languid specimen of the newspaper man-our
familiar friend, the cynic, whom we encounter so often in novels and never
meet in life," violated the very realism for which Garland had campaigned
so vociferously.3 0 Garland was likely just trying to warm up the cold and
reclusive Mason by offering a snapshot of domestic bliss. He also used the
scene to reaffirm that a marriage of equals does not mean the loss of individuality, for Rose finds Mason's apartment perfectly "cozy" and vows not
to alter it. The four-year period between composition and revision did not
prove conducive to Garland's imagination, however, for the added scene
remains stiff and anticlimactic.
Garl~nd's revision of Rose ofDutcher's Coolly is not without its ironies. If he
~9Garland, Rose of Dutcher's Coolly (1899), 353-54.
30"Wisconsin Folks," 31; "Realism Run Mad," 13; "Literature," 189; "Hamlin Garland's
Latest Story," 22.
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wanted to earn the respect of reviewers, he failed, for they ignored the new
edition completely. By and large, reputations are formed by the initial publication of one's novel, not by later editions. Perhaps the case of Theodore
Dreiser, who encountered more than his share of editorial interference and
critical hostility, best illustrates this contention. Despite the appearance in
1981 of a new edition of Sister Carrie, one that its editors argue best reflects
the novel Dreiser wanted people to read, it is the 1900 edition that is most
frequently written about and taught-and for good reasons. This edition
formed Dreiser's public reputation and affected readers and writers; it is part
of literary history in a way that the 1981 edition is not.
Garland probably revised Rose, not because he was kowtowing to public
taste but because he had grown as a writer and was embarrassed by his less
seasoned prose. In a 1934 letter to a man who wanted to use excerpts from
Rose in a "prose clinic," Garland noted, "I would rather have you use the second edition of ROSE for the first edition is filled with little blunders, and is
badly punctuated."31
Despite its "little blunders" and bad punctuation, the 1895 edition is the
one that has endured. It not only shaped Garland's public reputation in his
own time, but was reprinted by the University of Nebraska Press in 1969 in
the only paperback edition to ever appear as well as the only reprinting since
the revised novel's inclusion in the 1922 Border Edition of Garland's works.
The 1895 text is, therefore, the edition that nearly all modern scholars cite.
Moreover, the universal panning of his novel and vitriolic personal
attacks deeply affected Garland, who was acutely sensitive to criticism. As
Macmillan editor Harold Latham wrote after Garland's death, he was "sensitive to a high degree, easily hurt, ... easily discouraged, and his publishing
friends tried ever to stress the recognition which his work had aroused
throughout the world."32 By the time Rose of Dutcher's Coolly was published
in December 1895, Garland had grown tired of the invective his radical work
had encountered and began to cast about for other projects. InJanuary 1896
he accepted a commission from publisher Samuel S. McClure to write a
biography of Ulysses S. Grant, complete with a generous weekly stipend and
expense account. By the time he completed the project, in late 1897, he had
determined to write no more controversial work and instead redirected his
~IGarland to George Steele Seymour, 29 October 1934, Knox College Archives.
32Harold Latham, Hamlin Garland: Centennial Tributes and a Checklist of the Hamlin
Garland Papers in the University of Southern California Library, ed. and compo Lloyd Arvidson
(Los Angeles: University of Southern California Press, 1962), 13.
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energies to romantic novels of the west and to life-writing.
The case of the two texts of Rose ofDutcher's Coolly offers a cautionary tale
about what happens when one hurries a novel into print before it may be
ready and whether a revision of a published work can measurably affect subsequent critical response. It also leads us to question why scholars tend to
reprint the first edition, even when later editions are measurably improvedas in the case of Rose, better written, better punctuated-and despite the
explicit wishes of the author, who himself chose the 1899 edition to be
included in the two collected editions of his work. Writers need to consider
carefully what they publish and when they publish it, for as Rose shows, writers tend to have very little effect on what happens afterwards.
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Recent Editions
Compiled by Kathryn M. Wilmot
This quarterly bibliography of documentary editions recently published on
subjects in the fields of American and British history, literature, and culture
is generally restricted to scholarly first editions of English language works.
In addition to the bibliographical references, Internet addresses are provided for the editorial project or the publisher. To have publications
included in future quarterly lists, please send press materials or full bibliographic citations to Johanna Resler, Managing Editor, Documentary Editing,
IUPUI, ES 0010, 902 West New York Street, Indianapolis, Indiana
46202-5157 or email: jeresler@iupuLedu.
ADAMS PAPERS. Adams Family Correspondence, Volume 7. Edited by C.
James Taylor. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2005.512 pp. $85.
ISBN 06740l5746. This volume of the correspondence, beginning in the
year 1786 when John and Abigail were in England, details this prominent
family's politics, courtships, education, careers, and everyday lives, as well as
providing information about post-Revolutionary War society and important
historical events.
http;llwww.hup.harvard.edu

ALCOTT, LOUISA MAY. Alcott in Her Own Time: A

Biographical Chronicle' of Her Life, Drawn from
Recollections, Interviews, and Memoirs by Family, Friends,
and Associates. Edited by Daniel Shealy. Iowa City:
University of Iowa Press, 2005. 304 pp. $54.95. ISBN
0877459371. This work compiles reminiscences from personal acquaintances of Little Women author Alcott, providing
insight into her personality, family, childhood, and life in the years after she
achieved literary success.
http;llwww. uiowa. edul - uipress
BOGAN, LOUISE. A Poet's Prose: Selected Writings of
Louise Bogan. Edited by Mary Kinzie. Athens: Ohio
University Press, 2005. 352 pp. $19.95 [paper]. ISBN
08040l0714. $49.95 [doth]. ISBN 0804010706. A multitude
of New Yorker critic and poet Louise Bogan's letters, journal
entries, essays, fictional works, and criticisms are presented in
this volume.
http;/Iwww.ohiou.eduloupress
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BOSWELL, JAMES. The General Correspondence of James Boswell,
1757-1763. Edited by David Hankins andJamesJ. Caudle. Edinburgh, UK:
Edinburgh University Press, 2005 and New Haven, CT: Yale University
Press, 2005. 256 pp. $75. ISBN 0748618058. The letters between Boswell
and numerous different correspondents detail Boswell's experiences in
London and set the stage for the 1762 creation of his most popular work, the
London Journal
http://www.yale.edu/yup
BOUDINOT, ELIAS. See GOLD, HARRIET.
<om'""",,,~,,

CARR, EMILY AND IRA DILWORTH. Corresponding
Influence: Seleded Letters of Emily Carr and Ira Dilworth.
Edited by Linda Morra. Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 2005. 350 pp. $60. ISBN 0802038778. This annotated collection of letters between Canadian painter and
writer Carr and her friend, editor, and advisor Dilworth,
illuminates their close friendship and its influence on her
career; includes a previously unpublished story written by Carr.
http://www.utpress.utoronto.ca

CIVIL WAR. The American Civil War through British Eyes: Dispatches
from British Diplomats. Edited by James J. Barnes and Patience P. Barnes.
Kent, OH: Kent State University Press, 2005.
Volume 2, April 1862-February 1863. 364 pp. $50.
ISBN 0873388305.
Volume 3, February 1863-December 1865. 384 pp. $50.
ISBN 0873388313.
The dispatches sent by British envoy Lord Lyons offer a British perspective
on the conflict between the North and South during the Civil War and
address issues such as patriotism, the economy, and Lincoln's assassination.
http://www.kentstateuniversitypress.com

DARWIN, CHARLES. The Correspondence of Charles Darwin, Volume 14:
1866. Edited by Frederick Burkhardt. Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2005. 700 pp. $120. ISBN 0521844592. As his health improved in
1866, Darwin's productivity and social activities increased. This volume of
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Darwin's correspondence provides insight into his life during 1866 and his
work on The Variation ofAnimals and Plants under Domestication and a revised
edition of The Origin of Species.
http://www. cambridge. org
DICKEY, JAMES. The One Voice ofJames Dickey: His Letters and Life,
1970-1997. Edited by Gordon Van Ness. Columbia: University of Missouri
Press, 2005. 592 pp. $59.95. ISBN 0826215726. A poet and the author of
Deliverance, Dickey was also a copious letter-writer. This volume of his correspondence communicates the changes that occurred in Dickey's personal
and professional life during the 1970s, '80s and '90s.
http://www.umsystem.edu/upress/
DICKINSON, EMILY. Emily Dickinson's Correspondences [eledronic
archive]. Edited by Martha Nell Smith and Lara Vetter. Charlottesville:
University of Virginia Press, 2005. ISBN 0813922917. More than 400 of
Dickinson's letters and accompanying poems comprise the first installment
. of this XML-based archive; includes numerous search capabilities, transcriptions, digitized scans, and editorial and biographical notes.
http://www. upress. virginia. edu
DILWORTH, IRA. See CARR, EMILY.
EDEN, ANTHONY. See EISENHOWER, DWIGHT D.
EINSTEIN, ALBERT. Einstein on Race and Racism. Edited
by FredJerome and Rodger Taylor. Piscataway, NJ: Rutgers
University Press, 2005. 192 pp. $23.95. ISBN 0813536170.
Placed within historical context, this collection of letters,
speeches, and articles illuminates Einstein's active participation in the protestation of racism in the United States and
across the world.
http://rutgerspress.rutgers.edu
EISENHOWER, DWIGHT D. The Eden-Eisenhower Correspondence,
1955-1957. Edited by Peter G. Boyle. Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 2005. 240 pp. $45. ISBN 0807829358. The recently declassified letters between President Eisenhower and Prime Minister Eden detail
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the development and disintegration of their relationship after the 1956 Suez
Crisis; includes introduction and annotations providing background information on the political and economic issues faced by the United States and
the United Kingdom.
http://www.uncpress.unc.edu
FRYE, NORTHROP. Collected Works of Northrop Frye, Volume 15:
Northrop Frye's Notebooks on Romance. Edited by Michael Dolzani. Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 2005. 560 pp. $95. ISBN 0802039472. The evolution of author and professor Frye's unpublished thoughts on the topic of
romance are contained within this volume.
http://www.utpress.utoronto.ca
GLASGOW, ELLEN. Perfect Companionship: Ellen Glasgow's Selected
Correspondence with Women. Edited by Pamela R. Matthews.
Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2005. 320 pp. $49.50. ISBN
0813923352. Many previously unpublished letters are included in this collection of correspondence between Southern author Glasgow and other
women; includes chronology, calendar, and biographical register.
http://www.upress.virginia.edu
GOLD, HARRIET. To Marry an Indian: The Marriage of
Harriett Gold and Elias Boudinot in Letters, 1823-1839.
Edited by Theresa Strouth Gaul. Chapel Hill: University
of North Carolina Press, 2005. 240 pp. $55 [cloth]. ISBN
0807829412. $21.95 [paper]. ISBN 0807856029. The Gold
family's correspondence details their concerns over
Harriett Gold's plan to marry a Cherokee Indian man,
their gradual acceptance of her deCision, and Harriett and
Boudinot's experiences living within the Cherokee Nation.
http://www.uncpress.unc.edu
HOOK, ROSAUE. Woman Behind the Painter: The Diaries of Rosalie,
Mrs. James Clarke Hook. Edited by Juliet McMaster. Edmonton, Canada:
University of Alberta Press, 2005. 368 pp. $39.95. ISBN 088864437X.
Married to the well-known Victorian painter James Clarke Hook, Rosalie
Hook, an artist herself, kept a diary of their European travels detailing their
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professional lives, excursions, and friendships; contains illustrations,
sketches, and paintings by both artists.
http://www.ualberta.ca/- uap
HOSTETLER, JOHN A. Writing the Amish: The Worlds of
john A. Hostetler. Edited by David Weaver-Zercher.
University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2005.
368 pp. $34.95. ISBN 027l026863. A prominent Amish
scholar and advocate, Hostetler's ethnographic essays and
writings depict his observations of Amish culture as well as his
own experiences; includes commentary and annotations.
http://www.psupress. org
JACOB, NORTON. The Mormon Vanguard Brigade of 1847: Norton
jacob's Record. Edited by Ronald O. Barney. Logan: Utah State University
Press, 2005. 360 pp. $22.95 [paper). ISBN 0874216109. $44.95 [cloth). ISBN
0874216095. A member of the rank and file,jacob's account provides a dif·ferent perspective on the Mormons' emigration to Utah, including the aftereffects ofjoseph Smith's murder and the evacuation of the village of Nauvoo.
http://www.usu.edu/usupress
JOHNSON, SAMUEL. The Yale Edition of the Works of SamuelJohnson,
Volume XV/IL' johnson on the English Language. Edited by Gwin J. Kolb
and Robert DeMariajr. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2005. 548
pp. $85. ISBN 0300106726. Set within historical context, this annotated volume presents Johnson'S views on the importance of the English language
while he compiled his pivotal work, the Dictionary of the English Language.
http://www.yale. edu/yup
. -- KELLER, HELEN. Helen Keller: Selected Writings. Edited
by Kim E. Nielsen. New York: New York University Press,
2005. 352 pp. $35. ISBN 0814758290. The letters, writings,
speeches, and other published materials in this work illuminate Keller's thoughts on education, politics, religion, and literature during the years 1887 to 1968; includes introductory
essay, headnotes, and bibliography.
http://www. nyupress. org
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MARSHALL, JOYCE. See ROY, GABRIELLE.
MODIGUANI, FRANCO. The Collected Papers of Franco Modigliani,
Volume 6. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2005. 488 pp. $70. ISBN
0262134543. Written by Modigliani, the papers, articles, and essays contained in this volume are organized by chronological order within each topic
and address the economist's life-cycle hypothesis, economic and financial
conditions within the European Union, and other monetary matters such as
unemployment and inflation; includes an interview with Modigliani in 2000.
http://mitpress.mit.edu
NAPfON, WILLIAM BARCLAY. The Union on Trial: The Political
Journals of Judge William Barclay Napton, 1829-1883. Edited by
Christopher Phillips and Jason L. Pendleton. Columbia: University of
Missouri Press, 2005. 616 pp. $49.95. ISBN 0826215718. A lawyer, Supreme
Court judge, and slaveholder, Napton's journals provide insight into his
thoughts on slavery, the Civil War, and Reconstruction.
http://www.umsystem.edu/upress
NEVILLS, NORMAN D. High, Wide, and Handsome: The
River Journals of Norman D. Nevills. Edited by Roy Webb.
Logan: Utah State University Press, 2005. 320 pp. $21.95
[paper]. ISBN 0874216036. $39.95 [cloth]. ISBN 0874216028.
The journals of whitewater expedition guide Nevills describe
the adventures of thrill-seekers during the early days of Grand
Canyon and Colorado River river running.
http://www.usu.edu/usupress
;'''.'.;"''';"'"'~

•.''''''';'';:;:'''"'''''"; NORTH AMERICA. Documents of the Coronado
Expedition, 1539-1542: "They ~re Not Familiar With
'" His Majesty, nor Did They Wish to be His Subjects."
Edited by Richard Flint and Shirley Cushing Flint. Dallas,
TX: Southern Methodist University Press. 752 pp. $75.
ISBN 0870744968. This annotated, dual-language work

Ki;j;.;;)~t1jjj!fjit;;1~;ltliI':\\;~~1j\\\i! provides insight into the experiences and beliefs of members of the Coronado expedition and their encounters
with native peoples in the Southwest and Mexico.
http://www.tamu.edu/upress/SMU/smugen.html
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PEATTIE, ELlA. Impertinences: Selected Writings of Elia
Peattie, a Journalist in the Gilded Age. Edited by Susanne
George Bloomfield. Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,
2005. 335 pp. $20 [paper]. ISBN 0803287860. $50 [cloth].
ISBN 0803237480. While employed at the Omaha WorldHerald from 1888 to 1896, Nebraskan journalist Peattie wrote
editorials and articles addressing important issues such as
Native American relations, the establishment of charitable
organizations for women and children, and capital punishment.
http://nebraskapress.unl.edu
PORTER, FAIRFIELD. Material Witness: The Selected
Letters of Fairfield Porter. Edited by Ted Leigh. Ann Arbor:
F/\lRF'ICLD
University of Michigan Press, 2005. 368 pp. $35. ISBN
PORTER
0472109766. The letters of artist and critic Fairfield Porter
reveal his opinions on politics, family, and career, and provide insight into broader historical issues of the twentieth
century.
http://www.press.umich. edu
RELIGION. Ordained Women in the Early Church: A Documentary History.
Edited by Kevin Madigan and Carolyn Osiek. Baltimore, MD: Johns
Hopkins University Press, 2005. 224 pp. $48. ISBN 0801879329. This translated work amasses references to women ordained during the first six centuries of the Christian church, placing their activities within historical context
and tracing the eventual exclusion of women from these positions; includes
headnotes, bibliographical notes, and cross references.
http://www.pressjhu.edu
'5'''''''::;;'';:''''::''::''''''';''''''''''

ROSSETTI, CHRISTINA. The Letters of Christina Rossetti:

Volume 4, 1887-1894. Edited by Antony H. Harrison.
Charlottesville: University of Virginia Press, 2005.464 pp. $70.
ISBN 081392295X. The last volume of Rossetti's letters
focuses on the end of the Victorian poet's life and her concerns
during this time period, including her health, her work, and
her death.
http://www.upress.virginia.edu
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ROY, GABRIELLE AND JOYCE MARSHALL In Translation: The
Gabrielle RoyJoyce Marshall Correspondence. Edited by Jane Everett.
Toronto, Ontario: University of Toronto Press, 2005. 300 pp. $50. ISBN
0802039081. The friendship between Canadian author Roy and English
translator and writer Marshall is elucidated through their correspondence
about family, career, travel, and other life experiences.
http://www.utpress.utoronto.ca
STAEBLER, EDNA. Must Write: Edna Staebler's Diaries. Edited by
Christi Verduyn. Waterloo, Ontario: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 2005.
265 pp. $24.95. ISBN 0889204810. The diary entries of the journalist and
well-known Schmecks cookbooks author reveal her doubts, struggles, successes, and the reasons why she felt compelled to write about her experiences; includes Staebler's first magazine article and award-winning
publication, as well as a chapter from Cape Breton Harbour.
http://www.wlupress.wlu.ca
STUKELEY, WILLIAM. Stukeley's "Stonehenge": An Unpublished
Manuscript 1721-1724. Edited by Aubrey Burl and Neil Mortimer. New
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2005. 160 pp. $45. ISBN 0300098952.
Stukeley's early observations and analysis of the significance of Stonehenge
are presented in this annotated manuscript of his field notes and research
from the early eighteenth century.
http://www.yale.edu/yup
THEOLOGY. The Writings of julian of Norwich: A

Vision Showed to a Devout Woman and A Revelation of
Love. Edited by Nicholas Watson and Jacqueline Jenkins.
University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press,
2005. 416 pp. $65. ISBN 0271025476. This work presents
the writings of Julian of Norwich, English mystic and religious writer of the Middle Ages. Translated into Middle
English, the volume contains A Vision Showed to a Devout
Woman and A Revelation ofLove; includes explanatory notes, cross-references,
introduction, appendix, and bibliography.
http://www.psupress.org
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VOEGELIN, ERIC. The Collected Works of Eric Voegelin, Volume 34,
Autobiographical Reflections: Revised Edition, with a Voegelin Glossary and
Cumulative Index. Edited by Ellis Sandoz. Columbia: University of Missouri
Press, 2005. 592 pp. $59.95. ISBN 0826215890. This volume contains an
annotated edition of Voegelin's Autobiographical Reflections, as well as a glossary of Greek and other terms, a volume index, and a cumulative index of
the Collected Works.
http://www. umsystem. edulupressl
_ _ _. . . . WALTON, IVAN H. Songquest: TheJournals of Great
Lakes Folklorist Ivan H. Walton. Edited by Joe Grimm.
Detroit, MI: Wayne State University Press, 2005. 208 pp.
$27.95. ISBN 081433234X. In his quest to collect the
songs and stories of Great Lakes sailors, Walton kept a
journal illuminating his encounters with colorful person<.,<.,d1-4;·,
ages, as well as expressing his own thoughts about larger
}<.,v.Q . if.. 'U ~~t..''''
« . .I/,...,....,.,~. ~,{

',4;.)~";;.».,/

historical issues in the 1930s such as the Great
1~!!i!iii!U!!t~J Depression,
Prohibition, and the presidential election of
Franklin D. Roosevelt.

http://wsupress.wayne.edu
WYLIE, ELINOR Selected Works of Elinor Wylie. Edited by Evelyn
Helmick Hively. Kent, OH: Kent State University Press, 2005. 216 pp. $29.
ISBN 0873388291. This work contains many of the popular writer's poems
and articles that appeared in periodicals such as Vanity Fair and the New
Yorker during the 1920s, as well as the first chapters of Wylie's novels.
http://www.kentstateuniversitypress.com
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ANNOCNCEMENT

Travel Grants
2005 ADE ANNUAL MEETING
To enable as many ADE members as possible to attend the ADE annual
meeting at the Brown Palace Hotel in Denver, Colorado, from October 6-8,
2005, the ADE invites applications to the ADE Travel Funds Committee,
which will award five grants of up to $500 to cover registration, banquet and
breakfast costs, with the remainder to be applied to hotel and/or travel
expenses.
Conditions are as follows:
1. All applicants must be ADE members.
2. Applicants should certify that they would not otherwise be
able to attend the ADE annual meeting.
3. Applicants should state all reasons for attending (presenting
a paper, participating on a panel, first time attendance, sole
representative of project, particular relevancy of a panel or
presentation to your work) which might aid the committee in
its selection.
4. Travel expenses will be reimbursed only after applicants
demonstrate that they have secured the lowest fare.
5. Letter of application must be limited to no more than three
pages and must be postmarked no later than 8 August 2005.
Receipt of application will be promptly acknowledged.

For more information on the annual meeting, including room costs and
meeting schedule, go to: http://etext.lib.virginia.edu/ ade/ conference05/
Send applications bye-mail or hard copy to the committee chair:
Martha J. King, Associate Editor
Papers of Thomas Jefferson
Princeton University
Firestone Library, C-9:J
Princeton, NJ 08544
mjking@princeton.edu
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Please address any questions to Martha]. King at the above address or to
one of the members of the Travel Funds Committee:
Anne Decker Cecere
Mary Hackett
Chuck diGiacomantonio
Catherine Kunce
Peter Engelman
Melody Miyamoto
Beverly Wilson Palmer

Modern Language Association
This year's ADE-sponsored session at the annual Modern
Language Association convention is "Editing Whitman,"
chaired by Joel Myerson, and with papers and roundtable discussion by Ed Folsom, Kenneth M. Price, Susan M. Belasco,
Ted Genoways, and Matt Cohen.
The session is on 29 December at 10: 15 to 11 :30 a.m. in the
Hoover room of the Marriott Wardman Park, Washington.
You must be a member of MLA to attend the session.
Anyone interested in proposing a future ADE session for MLA
shouId contact Joel Myerson (myersonj@gwm.sc.edu).
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ADE Committees 2004-2005
OFFICERS

President: Dennis Conrad; President Elect: Roger A. Bruns;
Secretary: Anne Decker Cecere; Treasurer: John A. Lupton;
Director of Publications: Larry Hickman; Councillors-at-Large:
Ronald A. Bosco; Kenneth M. Price; Michael E. Stevens
COMMITTEES

Constitution and Bylaws Committee: Ronald A. Bosco, chair;
Beth Luey; Mary-Jo Kline
Sub-Committee on Reorganization: Ann D. Gordon, chair
Julian P. Boyd Award: John Kaminski, chair; Ann D. Gordon;
Helen R. Deese; Carol DeBoer-Langworthy; Leslie S. Rowland
Jo Ann Boydston Prize: Marta Werner, chair; Robert Hudspeth;
Peter Shillings burg
Lyman H. Butterfield Award: C. James Taylor, chair; Kenneth R.
Bowling; Richard Leffler; Elaine W., Pascu
Education and Information: Beth Luey, chair; Melissa Bingmann;
Kenneth R. Bowling; Ellen R. Cohn; William C. diGiacomantonio;
Linda A. Fisher; Barry Pateman; Sharon Ritenour Stevens
Electronic Editions: Cathy Moran Hajo, chair; Christopher
Alhambra; David R. Chesnutt; Elizabeth H. Dow; Larry Hickman;
Christine Hughes; Paul B. Israel; Albert C. Lewis; Caleb Maskell;
Daniel W. Stowell
Sub-Committee on Standards: Mary-Jo Kline, chair;
Ronald A. Bosco
Federal Policy: Charlene Bickford, chair; Philander D. Chase;
Theresa M. Collins; Ann D. Gordon; Larry Hickman; Stanley N.
Katz (ex officio); Barbara Oberg; Linda Crocker Simmons; Leslie S.
Rowland; Charles T. Cullen, ex officio
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Finance: John A. Lupton, chair; William M. Ferraro; Gary E.
Moulton
Fundraising: Roger A. Bruns, chair; Allida Black
Local Arrangements: Catherine Kunce, chair; Dale Connelly;
Timothy Connelly; Kate Culkin; Carol DeBoer-Langworthy; Carol
Faulkner; Frank E. Grizzard; David Hoth; Donna Kelly; Gary E.
Moulton; Martin Tuohy
Meetings: Mary Hackett, chair; William M. Ferraro; Christine S.
Patrick; Thomas A. Mason
Membership: Kate Culkin, chair; Peter C. Engelman; Elizabeth
Nuxoll; Celeste Walker
Nominating: Helen R. Deese, chair; Kate Culkin; Beth Luey; Leslie
S. Rowland; Loren L. Schweninger
Program: Roger A. Bruns, chair; John Kaminski; Timothy
Connelly; Christopher Alhambra
Publications: Larry Hickman, chair; Mary-Jo Kline; Catherine
Kunce; Daniel W. Stowell; Kristine W. Frost; Marianne S. Wokeck;
Robert Leitz; Johanna E. Resler
State Policy: Philander D. Chase, chair; Richard Leffler; Thomas A.
Mason; Kenneth H. Williams; Michael E. Stevens, ex officio
Travel Funds: MarthaJ. King, chair; Anne Decker Cecere; William
C. diGiacomantonio; Peter C. Engelman; Mary Hackett; Catherine
Kunce; Melody Miyamoto; Beverly Wilson Palmer
Web Site: Esther Katz, chair; Kathleen W. Dorman; Frank E.
Grizzard; Carol Faulkner; Cathy Moran Hajo, Webmaster; Sue H.
Perdue; Kenneth H. Williams
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Other Officials: Charles T. Cullen, Association representative to
the National Historical Publications and Records Commission
(NHPRC); Harriet Furst Simon, Association archivist; Cathy Moran
Hajo, Webmaster; Martha]. King, SEDIT-L List Manager
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